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Paper Overview
Introduction to C2-Simulation Interoperation (C2SIM)
Existing SISO Standards (MSDL and C-BML)
C2SIM Product Development
C2SIM Ontologies: Core, Military Domain, and Extensions
C2SIM Reference Implementation
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C2SIM Vision
We are working toward a day when the 
members of a coalition interconnect 
their networks, command and control 
(C2) systems, and simulations simply by 
turning  them on and authenticating, in 
a standards-based environment. 
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What Does C2SIM Enable
"Train as you fight"
Using operational C2 systems
Eliminating human between C2 and simulation 
systems saves $$$
Operational planning: COA analysis
Operational mission rehearsal
For Service, Joint and Coalition
France using to support acquisition
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Existing SISO Standards
International, open standards
Multiple standards for C2 to SIM support:
Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL) supports 
initialization
Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML) provides for 
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SISO C2SIM Standard Development
Unified standard under development as C2SIM
Logical Data Model (LDM)
Initialization
Tasking/Reporting
Extendable to many domains
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SISO C2SIM Product Development
• Started with Unified Modeling Language (UML) version
• Moved to ontology to capture more information
• Developed Core ontology – classes need by all domains
• Standard Military Extension (SMX) ontology
• Basic military classes; part of the main standard
• Land Operations Extension (LOX) ontology
• Exemplar extension
• Ontology to XML Schema (O2X) algorithm
• Operates on nested layers of ontology
• Implemented in Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) 
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C2SIM Data Model / Ontologies
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C2SIM Reference Implementation
• Server and associated client library
• Open source, Java-based
• REST input, STOMP publish-subscribe output
• Translating feature allows MSDL/C-BML 
compatibility
• Features sufficient to support small exercise
• Logging playback
• Server control via BMLC2GUI
• Initialization and late joiner support 
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Interdependency of NATO and SISO
with regard to C2SIM
NATO MSG depends on SISO for open 
industry-based standards
SISO depends on NATO Technical 
Activities to field and validate C2SIM 
technology 
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NATO MSG-145 Mission Statement
22
Assess the C2SIM standard in development and 
implement extensions to the unified C2SIM Logical 
Data Model (LDM) for specific functional areas in 
order to demonstrate its usability to the simulation 
community and support the definition of  a STANAG. 
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C2SIM Example:
MSG-085 Final Demonstration Architecture
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C2SIM CWIX 2018 Scenario
To motivate the activities tested, military officer students at 
USA Naval Postgraduate School developed a scenario
The CWIX test is about information interoperability
The scenario helps make sure we’re testing the right transactions 
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CWIX 2018 C2SIM Configuration
One C2IS: Norway NORCCIS/SWAP
Three simulations:
Germany KORA air UAV attack; ground force
US VR-Forces
UK JSAF air UAV recon
Supporting:
US BMLC2GUI editor (receive, visualize and push 
XML)
US C2SIM Reference Implementation Server
Asymmetric operation with UAVs
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Testing Results
Phase 0 Confirm network connections: (Major change from testing plan: three 
of the four CFBLNet sites were not available)
However we had fallback copies of VRForces and C2SIM Server 
And a recorded trace of JSAF UAS reports (Blue and Red)
So we were able to carry out most planned testing
Phase 1 Confirm server compatibility:
Success with all client-server connections except missing JSAF
Phase 2 Test C2SIM interoperation among all systems:
Success with NORCCIS sending orders to KORA and VR-Forces and 
receiving orders
Use recorded reports from JSAF to provide background traffic 
Phase 3 All systems engaged simultaneously with cyber:
Successful with air, then ground; when testing ALL, found and fixed a bug
Cyber worked as expected
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MSG-145 Planned C2SIM Validation 2019
• May 2019
• National teams try out C2SIM capabilities
• Experimentation by individual teams or pairs of teams
• Using C2SIM Sandbox system at GMU via Internet VPN
• June 2019
• CWIX testing with Modeling & Simulation as a Service (MSaaS)
• Using C2SIM Sandbox system at M&S Center of Excellence 
(Rome) via Internet VPN
• July 2019
• Mini-exercise in distributed mission planning
• Unlike MSG-085 (2013) this will be distributed over ~6 nations
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Conclusions
• C2SIM is nearly ready for ballot
• Core + SMX ontologies
• Exemplar LOX ontology
• O2X generates XML schema from nested ontologies
• NATO MSG-145 will conduct validation
• About six multinational teams
• Three phases: experimentation, CWIX testing, and mini-exercise
• Expect to put C2SIM forward for SISO ballot August 2019
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